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Everything Capri 
 

Everything Capri is a look at the artistic world belonging to Capri Montgomery. Wheather you are 

looking for fictional writings, wearable arts including, but not limited to, skirts, dresses, stoles, shawls, or 

you are looking for toys for the kids or somebody you know who loves stuffed recordable animals, and even 

artwork, you can find it between these pages with information on where you can buy or keep checking back 

for more artful options. 

 

 

 

 

http:/caprimontgomery.wordpress.com 

etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 

etsy.com/shop/WildKnitScapes 

 

 
 



 

 

 

Available on Amazon December 2015 

Visit the author on the Web at netherlanddreams.wordpress.com 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/NetherlandDream 
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Cover design by Capri Montgomery 

Contact if you would like a cover design or marketing materials designed.  

coversbycapri@hotmail.com   
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Everything Capri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everything Capri takes you from books to fashion, from 

fashion to toys. Whether you are looking to explore new worlds 

through diverse books, go glam with winter, spring, summer 

and autumn attire, or buy a plush stuffed animal for yourself or somebody you love Everything Capri can 

help you find products to meet your needs. 

♠ What’s Inside ♠ 

Exploring 

Worlds……………...………………………….……………………………………………………………7 

Fashionably Capri………………………………………………………………………………………….21 

Wild Knit Scapes..………………………………………………………………………………………….24 

Covers by Capri…………………………………………………………………………………………….26 
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Capri Montgomery loves to explore worlds one book at a time. From suspense romance to contemporary 

romance to science fiction and science fiction romance the movies continue to play in her head and she has 

to write them down. Keep turning the page for a look at a few of the books in the Capri Montgomery line of 

books. 
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Exploring Worlds 
Capri Montgomery is the bestselling author of books in the suspense romance, contemporary romance and 

science fiction with a hint of romance. She likes to explore worlds one book at a time and invites all to come 

along for the journey. 

Books can be found on: 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-montgomery  

Print Books are on Lulu: http://lulu.com/haremnights 

 

Suspense Romance 

 

Midnight Rain is part of the Nature’s Gate series. 

Scout Piston has never walked into a room and been completely taken 

over by lustful cravings. Sure, he has been with women he found 

beautiful, sexy, invigorating and intriguing but he has never met a 

woman like Sade, the kind of woman who could bring a man to his 

knees with just one look at her. A voluptuous body full of luscious 

curves has his mind focused on her body instead of the work he needs 

to do to provide the right level of security for her work-life and her 

home-life. Can Scout balance cravings with work? Will his need to 

take this woman all the way, claim her and make her his, push the 

envelope of his expertise into a deadly divided level of limited 

concentration? Has this retired SEAL finally come up against a mission 

where he cannot come out the victor. Find out how hard the heat can 

pour down in Midnight Rain. 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01608MOO0 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-

montgomery 

       Lulu (print): http://lulu.com/haremnights 
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Tequila Sunrise (Part of the Nature’s Gate series) 

Rain Midthunder had no idea what beauty awaited him on his next 

job, nor what dangers awaited him. As a security expert his job 

was to make sure the proper security system was set and then 

leave, but when Zorina Fawn-Snow’s gallery comes hostile 

grounds he sets his mission on protecting more than the art 

gallery. Can Rain keep the woman he wants in his life as more 

than just a client safe? Or will one deadly game of lies, betrayal 

and unscrupulous business associates put an end to his entire 

world, and hers. 

Buy Now on: 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B014QZ5NRO 

Lulu.com (print): http://www.lulu.com/shop/capri-montgomery/tequila-sunrise/paperback/product-

22340895.html 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/tequila-sunrise-capri-

montgomery/1122599739;jsessionid=ED7C496DCA31ACC1529D1E6DFB419340.prodny_store01-

va03?ean=2940150918665 

 

 

Nature’s Gate series books are individual books that do not leave a cliff hanger 

behind. The men in the first book, Tequila Sunrise, deserved their own story too 

so the Nature’s Gate series was born. When you pick up one of the books in the 

series you will get a complete story.  

Buy them both on Amazon, Lulu or Barnes and Noble today. 

 

  



 

 

Men of Action Series 

 

Above all else; Protect, Serve, Save. These men of action are brave no matter the risk and when it comes to 

protecting their friends, their family and the women they love they will stop at nothing. Curl up with a print 

copy or an e-book and dive into the Men of Action series. Books available via Amazon Kindle, Barnes and 

Noble Nook, and Lulu (print and e-book). 

Series Books Include: 

The Admiral’s Daughter * The Geneva Project * The McGregor Affair * Saints and Sinners * Secrets and 

Lies * Fahrenheit * Seducing the Bodyguard * Betrayal of the Dove * Explosive: Deadly Connections * 

Killing Hannah * Redemption * Hunted * and more. 
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Special Ops Series 

Search and Rescue Segment 

 

Heart of Danger ~ When Natalia Bright agreed to go 

to Australia to help her best friend with her move 

she never expected events to turn fatal. An outback 

tour goes horribly wrong when the group of eleven 

people stumble upon drug runners. When she finds 

herself being held captive the only hope she has is 

that the four military men she works for will utilize 

their search and rescue skills and come for her. She 

holds out hope, but when Colombian drug lord, 

Diego Valdez arrives and claims his money and her, 

her hopes of rescue diminish. Can the man she’s 

been falling in love with for the past eight years use 

his skills to find her? Will the men she’s watched 

bring so many hostages home safe return her to her 

world? Or will she be one lost ―package‖ in a long 

line of Diego Valdez’s captive women. 

 

Sworn to Secrecy ~ A simple rescue mission turns 

deadly when the woman needing to be rescued is on 

a domestic terrorist group’s kill list. Can the good 

guys win this one? Or will Alex be returning without 

the package—if he returns at all? 

 

 

 

  

On Thin Ice: Jet Jackson has been a dedicated member of the Squadron. He has gone on rescue mission after 

rescue mission, but this time the mission is personal. This time it’s life or death for somebody he cares about 

and he will stop at nothing to save her. 
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Akira Bowman is a world champion ice skater. Her training prepared her to win trophies and medals, but 

nothing could prepare her for the situation she finds herself in. After a charity event and a news station 

interview in Alaska leaves her the captive of men with a score to settle she has only one way out, one man 

she can rely on, but can she survive long enough to be rescued. 

 

 

On the Line ~ Preston Strauss wasn’t expecting to have two women set him up and hand deliver him to an 

enemy ready to kill him. He also never expected for his ex-wife to end up in a holding cell with him. Now 

with everything on the line Preston must free himself and the woman he still loves from their hostage 

situation. Will the men of the Search and Rescue Squadron be able to rescue their friend? Will Preston’s 

heart allow him to take another chance on love? And at the end of the day, can Alex find his soul mate? This 

is the final book in this segment of the Special Ops series. Come along for the journey and see how life 

treats the Search and Rescue team 

 

Buy Now on: 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-montgomery  

Print Books are on Lulu: http://lulu.com/haremnights 
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Witness Protection Segment 

 

 
 
 

Guarding Angel 

 

When the man guarding her is the very man who broke her heart in the first place, can she forgive him? Or 

will memories from the past complicate the present and cause both of their demise? 
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Other Witness Protection Books Include: 
Mine’s To Kill * Kill List * Code of Honor 

 

 
 

 

 
Kill List 

 

Cleaning has never been this lethal. When two maids 

at one of the most elite NY City hotels discover a 

heinous criminal that costs one of them their life can 

Special Forces Marine Chogan Harjo keep the 

woman of his heart alive while catching his sister’s 

killer?  

 

 

Some Capri Montgomery e-books can be found via: 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-montgomery  

Print Books are on Lulu: http://lulu.com/haremnights 
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Shadow Hills 

 

Shadow Hills is a town where secrets thrive but all residents eventually realize that not even the most well 

kept secrets can stay buried forever. This mini series of books runs like a soap opera without the melodrama. 

Take a look below to see what each story is about, and if you would like the complete series in print it is 

available on lulu now.  

Shadow Hills Complete Collection: http://www.lulu.com/shop/capri-montgomery/shadow-hills-the-

complete-collection/paperback/product-20102822.html 

 

Season 1 ~ January: Fallen Hero * February: No Valentine * March: M is for Murder * April: April 

Showers * May: Deadly Deception * June: For the Love of June 

Individual E-books are available on Amazon.com 

http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 
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Shadow Hills Returns 
 

People asked for more of Shadow Hills so I returned to Shadow Hills. In the first season of the series we 

met the residents of the small town, got a moderately happy ending and all was once again secretively 

normal in this mountainous town. However, new people move in, old enemies come back and as always, 

secrets never stay buried forever. Each book in this season of the series runs the same as the first season so 

if you want e-Book it is available on Amazon and Barnes and Noble just as the first season was. If you 

would prefer the complete season in print that is available in my Lulu storefront. 

Shadow Hills Returns: The Complete Collection: http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/shadow-

hills-returns-the-complete-collection/13892454 

 

Season 2 Books ~  The Cost of Love * Family Ties * Price of Passion * Obsession’s Curse * Breaking Point 

*Revenge Justified 
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The Russian Connection Series 

 

Pattern for Murder: A designer with class and a flare for style. A business man with edge and a not so legal 

history. A cult that won’t let her go. And a dark cloud of danger hovering over the woman of his heart. 

There is a pattern for everything and Bailee-Jayde is finding out that everything includes murder. Can she 

survive? Or will she be forever forced into that dark night. 

 

 

Pegasus: Aleksei Valevach doesn’t mince words, nor does he try to veil the facts. When Tabitha James 

excuses him of spying on her it doesn’t shake Aleksei in the least. There’s somebody after his woman and 

he would rot in hell before he would let whoever was after her harm one centimeter of her body. Can the 

woman of his heart embrace the protector within him? Or will a strong willed vivacious beauty fight him 

tooth and nail while putting herself at the entry to hell’s gate?  

 

 

The Devil’s Lair: Maksim Ivashov swore he wouldn’t fall for a woman so deep that he would want to share 

his life with her, but while he was away the beautiful Cocoa Thomas signed on to work for his architectural 

design firm and he can’t deny that the beauty has captured his heart. When strange things start to occur will 

this Russian-American Adonis be able to keep this beauty safe while keeping himself alive?  

 

 

Some Other Suspense Romance Books Include 

 

The Funeral Planner: Valeda Strong never planned on being a funeral planner. But when life throws her a 

curve, Valeda realizes any job is better than no job at all. When she takes on a contract to plan Global Tech-

Cast funerals will this funeral planner find herself in need of a funeral planner of her own? 

 

One tenacious funeral planner, one sexy Asian man, and a whole lot of trouble. Find out how it all comes 

together in The Funeral Planner. 

 

 

Red Noon: Two dangerous stalkers. One beautiful prey. A SWAT team on high alert and a few politicians 

who would move hell to make sure they come out on top. Can the odds fall in the favor of good, or will 

Karma get an honest woman confused with the wrong sins and get her killed? 

 

 

Serenity Point: Cash Phillips is trying to escape the past that haunts him, but moving to Serenity Point soon 

proves to be everything but the safe haven he seeks. When the woman next door reminds him of the woman 

he couldn't save. And the passions he long ago silenced rise from the grave. Can Cash start over? Or will the 

past he ran from follow him to Serenity Point and drag him back to hell? 
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Forged in Fire 

A simple train ride, a leap through time and a world that is so far removed from the world they knew. Zora-

Zoelle Gentry and her mother are about to find that the future isn’t heaven; it’s hell.  

 

 

Forged in Fire – Available in print on http://lulu.com/haremnights ~ e-book Amazon and Barnes and Noble. 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-montgomery  
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Other Science Fiction-Romance Books 

 

The Sixth Sentinel: When Xylia awakened without any memory of who she was she couldn’t have known 

that ten years later her husband would be dead and a man who claimed to be her true husband would come 

to take her back to a world he swore she belonged to.  

Can Chronus forgive Xylia’s marriage to another man? Can Xylia learn to be the warrior she once was? And 

will the Sixth Sentinel finally arise and save Earth again? Find out in The Sixth Sentinel.  

 

Deliverance 
 
Touring NASA with a bunch of school kids; what 

could possibly go wrong? Desiree Clark is about to 

find out exactly what can go wrong when times 

collide and the world she knew vanishes before her 

eyes.  Will she survive the journey; or will food and 

space restrictions cause the crew of the Beta Varian 

to get rid of their unwelcome guest? 

 

Hydra 

 

A Roman warrior from the past. A writer from the 

future. Their common bond is that they're the only 

humans trapped in a time and in a land where the 

monsters are bigger stronger and faster. Will their 

fight for survival draw them together? Or will the 

distraction of a beautiful woman weaken this 

warrior's fight? 

 

 

Contemporary Romance 

 

Black Rose 

 

―They had warmed to each other, but they had never 

truly burned for each other.‖ 

 

Haruto Matsumoto loved his wife, and he can’t deny 

it. But years after her death he’s in the presence of a 

woman that makes him feel a way he has never truly 

felt before. One look at Danita Moore has his heart 

yearning for her, and his body wanting to conquer 

hers. Can Haruto resist the fires of passion 

simmering within him or will putting himself in the 

position of her teacher cause those fires to go from 

simmer to raging inferno? 

 

 

Love in Music 

 

Arashi Sakamoto is a man belonging to music. 

Mixing and composing is his specialty and his new 

business of producing music artists’ new albums is 

taking ground. Topaz Kissinger, his little sister’s 

best friend, is a woman he never expected to get to 

know beyond a few words at a time. When Topaz 

calls in need of a rescue from a bad situation Arashi 

responds. That one night changes everything. But 

with two hearts in flux can music bring these two 

into harmony? Or will a recently broken heart shatter 

before it can mend? 
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In passion, with heart, with love. To the gates of hell and beyond. One cellist will sacrifice everything for 

love. 

Johannes is smart, talented, and a force of passionate furry when it comes to demanding perfection from the 

orchestra he conducts. And until Yessenia came along that force had never been questioned, never shaken 

and never challenged. This sweet little cellist has a fire that he recognizes as the gateway to success. He has 

plans for her and he has started moving the musical notes in a direction that will take her straight to the top 

where he knows she belongs. But when circumstances arise, circumstances that threaten the future she could 

have and the freedom he now possesses, can Johan conduct the most important symphony of his life with 

perfection; or will Yessenia’s sacrifice cost her everything she has worked so hard to gain? 
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When the Heart Breaks 

 

Seona Carson asked the near impossible of her 

husband and sister. She wants them to watch over 

each other and help each other through their pain 

after she’s gone. That promise they make to her does 

not come without a price. Ailey and Antonio are 

complete opposites and now that their common 

connector is gone being around each other brings 

frustration and pain. But when the tears clear and the 

heart starts to mend the bond these two form starts to 

push beyond friendship. Now that Ailey’s heart is on 

the line how can she know if Antonio is falling for 

her because of the woman she is and not just because 

she’s identical to the woman he lost? 

 

When the Heart Breaks is a dramatic romance that 

test the bounds of love, friendship, obligation and 

heartbreak. At the end of the day two people must 

decide if love is strong enough to hold them 

together, or weak enough to rip them apart. 

 

 

Shadow Ridge 

 

Miles Vanderbilt is good at many things. First and 

foremost he is a champion poker player, making his 

fortune with the win of the ultimate hand. Secondly, 

he’s a small town sheriff who doesn’t let his wealth 

stop him from doing the job he loves—protect and 

serve. So when he sees the very sexy, very classy, 

Bethany Tillman at one of the poker matches in his 

town he sets out to do what he’s so good at doing—

seduce and win.  

Can these two find love when family and friends 

aren’t so sure their motives for dating each other are 

pure? 

 

 

Other Capri Montgomery Books 

Suspense, Science Fiction, Contemporary and other books can be found on Amazon, Barnes and Noble and 

Lulu. 

Lulu: http://lulu.com/haremnights 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Capri-Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/capri-montgomery  
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Fashionably Capri 
Fashionably Capri products can be found on Etsy. Products are handmade, knitted, sewn, casual, formal and 

more. 

Check out our store on Etsy for product listings that are changing as we finish new pieces, some of which 

are our special designs. 

Etsy: etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Going Glam or wrapping up on a cool autumn day or night is the perfect time to add a knitted shawl, stole 

or scarf to the closet.  

Along with the listed knitted projects Fashionably Capri has formal dresses, nice lace blouses, skirts and 

more. These items can be found in our Etsy store.  

etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 
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Etsy: etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 
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Wild Knit Scapes 
Huggable Wild Life 

Wild Knit Scapes features stuffed knitted and sewn animals and dolls. Recordable toys are available. If 

you’re going to be away for a while you can leave your voice message behind on your child’s or spouse’s 

favorite huggable stuffed animal. 

Store: etsy.com/shop/WildKnitScapes 

Site: www.wildknitscapes.com 
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etsy.com/shop/WildKnitScapes 

 

Blog: https://wildknitscapes.wordpress.com/ 
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Covers by Capri 
Covers by Capri handles book covers, postcard designs, business card designs, fliers, and many forms of 

marketing material designs. If you are looking to make your product stand out we can help. Contact us for 

more information 

coversbycapri@hotmail.com 

 

Covers wrap the book. Make it a good one with Covers by Capri. 
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Marketing post cards, fliers or wall artwork can fit any business. Be creative. Be daring. Be you in style.  
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“Art is life in many forms.” 

Capri Montgomery 

 
 

Abstract Art Meets 

Nature and More 
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Everything Capri 
      Capri Montgomery Books    Fashionably Capri 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Wild Knit Scapes            Covers by Capri 

 

 

  

e-Books currently range from 

$0.99-$4.99 

Print book prices are in various 

ranges. 

Lulu: http://lulu.com/haremnights 

Amazon: 

http://www.amazon.com/Capri-

Montgomery/e/B0056IO09S/ref=n

tt_athr_dp_pel_1 

Barnes and Noble: 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/

capri-montgomery 

 

 

Prices currently range from $40.00 - $700.00 

Fashionably Capri on Etsy: 

etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 

Prices currently range from  

$15.00-$50.00 

Wild Knit Scapes on Etsy: 

etsy.com/shop/WildKnitScapes 

 

Wild Knit Scapes Blog: 

https://wildknitscapes.wordpress.com/ 

Contact via email for inquiry on covers, 

marketing material designs and/or artwork 

 

Artwork ranges from $45.00 - $1000.00 

coversbycapri@hotmail.com 
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The Heart of It ~ featuring one sexy Lieutenant Commander Dakota Trace Hampton and one beautifully 

unique woman of interest Lilith Grover. These two are abiding by the judge’s orders but will a simple fact 

of temporary law turn up the heat between the sheets? 

Available on Amazon.com ~ http://www.amazon.com/Netherland-St.-

James/e/B0074H8OXC/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1 
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Fashionably Capri ~ Etsy: etsy.com/shop/FashionablyCapri 
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